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Do you want to hear a story? A beginning? A middle? A climax? An end?
Do you want to hear a storytale?

There is a partial story, a theme,
I understood one time: a standard plot,
Common experience, a predictable ending.

A writer found the way, common folk-ways.
The myth followed its way—suspense—
Set in nature's green meadows, heroes, she-heroes.

The plot grew long, the dancers laughed,
Catching sunlight in the sandy, meadowed land.
A spirit of the natural supernatural burst the light.

The sacred seabirds filled the all-encompassing space
(White visitors, following the tractors, out of place),
Above the people, seeking synthesis—What is a human?

Tradition danced across the dancers' minds.
Change coursed through their veins, surging, surging.
In 1934, it was against the law to be an Indian,
Even on Rainy Mountain, even on a scathing hot
Indian August afternoon, when the red, rich soil turned
To powder, dry so dry, like a warrior's warpaint powder.

My brain can't tell the difference: dream... reality?
I sweat, cringe, cry out, but cannot move; adrenaline flows
As the rattler slides closer, curves, coils, strikes.

Reality is all of this: past-perfect, present, then.
Do you want to hear a story? Do you?
Patience, silence, humility... sisters of sorrow.

Do you want to hear a story? Hear the wind?
Count the heartbeats? Feel the sand between your toes?
Count the pounding waves—-one moment's span?

I sat and watched the dancers dance.
Their anxious, nervous eyes, moving, darting,
God's laughter caught them naked, unaware.

The sea breeze blew my hair and cleansed my soul.
Sandy dampness filled my senses, spirit.
I lay, silently, listening as the tide came in upon me.